Introduction and main results {#Sec1}
=============================

In this paper, we consider the following fractional *p*-Laplacian equation involving critical Sobolev exponent of Kirchhoff type: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We call Eq. ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) a Kirchhoff-type *p*-fractional Schrödinger equation because of the appearance of the term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Very recently, great attention has been paid to the study of fractional *p*-Laplacian problems. For example, Pucci--Xiang--Zhang \[[@CR2]\] were concerned with the nonhomogeneous Schrödinger equations involving the fractional *p*-Laplacian of Kirchhoff type $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Before stating our main results, we introduce some useful notations and definitions. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Motivated by all the work mentioned above, we are interested in the multiplicity and asymptotic behavior of solutions for problem ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) whose natural variational functional is given by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 1.1 {#FPar1}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} &\bigl(a+b \Vert u \Vert ^{(\theta-1)p} \bigr) \int_{\mathbb {R}^{2N}}\frac{ \vert u(x)-u(y) \vert ^{p-2} (u(x)-u(y) ) (v(x)-v(y) )}{ \vert x-y \vert ^{N+ps}}\,dx\,dy \\ &\quad= \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}} \vert u \vert ^{p_{s}^{*}-2}uv \,dx+\lambda \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}}f(x) \vert u \vert ^{q-2}uv \,dx \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our first result is as follows.
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Remark 1.3 {#FPar3}
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Remark 1.4 {#FPar4}
----------

When the nontrivial solutions of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) are obtained, we can prove that the existence of ground state solutions of it. In fact, with Theorem [1.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} in hand, we know that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$m=\inf_{u\in\mathcal{N}}J(u)$\end{document}$ are well defined. Hence any minimizing sequence of *m* is bounded, then by Lemmas [2.6](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"}--[2.7](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"} below we derive that *m* is attained by some function and it is a ground state solution.

It is worth mentioning that the idea of proving the asymptotic behavior of solutions to ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) comes from \[[@CR12], [@CR33]\]. Since the solutions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 1.5 {#FPar5}
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                \begin{document}$$ a(-\Delta)_{p}^{s}u= \vert u \vert ^{p_{s}^{*}-2}u+\lambda f(x) \vert u \vert ^{q-2}u \quad\textit{in } \mathbb {R}^{N}. $$\end{document}$$

Remark 1.6 {#FPar6}
----------
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Theorem 1.7 {#FPar7}
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Remark 1.8 {#FPar8}
----------
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We note that, to the best of our knowledge, there is no result on asymptotic behavior of solutions of critical Kirchhoff-type equations involving the fractional *p*-Laplacian. We now sketch our proofs of Theorems [1.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}, [1.5](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} and [1.7](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} based on variational method. What makes the proof of Theorem [1.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} more complicated is not only the lack of compactness imbedding of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we present some preliminary results for Theorem [1.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we obtain the existence of two nontrivial solutions of problem ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). In Sects. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, we prove the convergent properties on the parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Some preliminaries {#Sec2}
==================

In this section, we first recall the concentration--compactness principle in the setting of the fractional *p*-Laplacian and then investigate the mountain-pass geometry and the behavior of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 2.1 {#FPar9}
--------------
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The proofs of the Propositions [2.2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}--[2.4](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} can be found in \[[@CR24]\].

Proposition 2.2 {#FPar10}
---------------
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Proposition 2.3 {#FPar11}
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Proposition 2.4 {#FPar12}
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Now we will verify that the functional *J* exhibits the mountain-pass geometry.

Lemma 2.5 {#FPar13}
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----

\(i\) It follows from ([1.8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) and Hölder's inequality that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar16}
-----
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Lemma 2.7 {#FPar17}
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-----
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The proof of Theorem [1.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec3}
==================================================

In this section, we will prove Theorem [1.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} in detail.

Existence of a first solution for ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

### Proof {#FPar19}
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Existence of a second solution for ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Before we obtain the second solution, we introduce the following proposition.

### Proposition 3.1 {#FPar20}

(Ekeland's variational principle \[[@CR37]\], Theorem 1.1)

*Let* *V* *be a complete metric space and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We are in a position to show the existence of a second positive solution for ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

### Proof {#FPar21}
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In this section, we prove Theorem [1.5](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}. In the following, we regard $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem [1.5](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar22}
----------------------------------------------

To present the proof clearly, we will split it into several steps:
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                \begin{document}$i\in\{1,2\}$\end{document}$) contain strongly convergent subsequences.

By ([4.1](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) and ([4.2](#Equ18){ref-type=""}), we know that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$i\in\{1,2\}$\end{document}$) are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\{u_{b}^{i}\}$\end{document}$ ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$i\in\{1,2\}$\end{document}$) are bounded. In fact, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} M&> J_{b} \bigl(u_{b}^{i} \bigr)=J_{b} \bigl(u_{b}^{i} \bigr)- \frac{1}{\theta p} \bigl\langle J_{b}^{\prime} \bigl(u_{b}^{i} \bigr),u_{b}^{i} \bigr\rangle \\ &\geq a \biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{\theta p} \biggr) \bigl\Vert u_{b}^{i} \bigr\Vert ^{p}- \biggl( \frac{1}{q}-\frac{1}{\theta p} \biggr)\lambda \vert f \vert _{\frac {p_{s}^{*}}{p_{s}^{*}-q}}S^{-\frac{q}{p}} \bigl\Vert u_{b}^{i} \bigr\Vert ^{q}, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ which shows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$p>q>1$\end{document}$. With ([4.1](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) and ([4.2](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) at hand, we can see Lemma [2.7](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"} as a special case to show that the sequences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\{u_{b}^{i}\}$\end{document}$ ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$i\in\{1,2\}$\end{document}$) contain strongly convergent subsequences with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\{\widetilde{c_{b}},c_{b}\} < a(p_{s}^{*}-p)/(pp_{s}^{*})S^{{N}/{(ps)}}$\end{document}$. Hence there exist subsequences still denoted by themselves and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u^{i}\in D^{s,p}(\mathbb {R}^{N})$\end{document}$ such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$u_{b}^{i}\to u^{i}$\end{document}$ in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \begin{document}$i\in\{1,2\}$\end{document}$. Therefore, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\forall\varphi\in C_{0}^{\infty}(\mathbb {R}^{N})$\end{document}$ we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} 0={}& \bigl(a+b \bigl\Vert u_{b}^{i} \bigr\Vert ^{(\theta-1)p} \bigr) \int_{\mathbb {R}^{2N}}\frac { \vert u_{b}^{i}(x)-u_{b}^{i}(y) \vert ^{p-2} (u_{b}^{i}(x)-u_{b}^{i}(y) ) (\varphi(x)-\varphi(y) )}{ \vert x-y \vert ^{N+ps}}\,dx\,dy \\ &{}- \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}} \bigl\vert u_{b}^{i} \bigr\vert ^{p_{s}^{*}-2}u_{b}^{i}\varphi \,dx-\lambda \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}}f(x) \bigl\vert u_{b}^{i} \bigr\vert ^{q-2}u_{b}^{i}\varphi \,dx \\ \to{}& a \int_{\mathbb {R}^{2N}}\frac{ \vert u^{i}(x)-u^{i}(y) \vert ^{p-2} (u^{i}(x)-u^{i}(y) ) (\varphi(x)-\varphi(y) )}{ \vert x-y \vert ^{N+ps}}\,dx\,dy \\ &{}- \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}} \bigl\vert u^{i} \bigr\vert ^{p_{s}^{*}-2}u^{i}\varphi \,dx-\lambda \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}}f(x) \bigl\vert u^{i} \bigr\vert ^{q-2}u^{i}\varphi \,dx \quad\text{as } b\to0^{+}, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ which shows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u^{i}\in D^{s,p}(\mathbb {R}^{N})$\end{document}$ are solutions of ([1.5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$i\in\{1,2\}$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$J_{0}(u^{2})<0<J_{0}(u^{1})$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$$J_{0} \bigl(u^{2} \bigr)=\lim_{b\to0^{+}}J_{b} \bigl(u_{b}^{2} \bigr)\leq -\frac{\lambda}{2q} \int _{\mathbb {R}^{N}}f(x) \vert \psi_{0} \vert ^{q}\,dx< 0. $$\end{document}$$

Summing the above three steps, we see that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u^{2}$\end{document}$ are two nontrivial solutions of ([1.5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). The proof is complete. □

Asymptotic behavior as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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===============================================================
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                \begin{document}$a\in(0,1]$\end{document}$ as a parameter in problem ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) and analyze the convergence property. To do it, we have to prove that problem ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) admits at least two nontrivial solutions again. We introduce the following variational functional: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$a>0$\end{document}$, we have the following lemma which is different from Lemma [2.5](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"}.

Lemma 5.1 {#FPar23}
---------
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                \begin{document}$\lambda\in(0, \lambda_{00})$\end{document}$;(ii)*there exists* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar24}
-----

\(i\) It follows from ([1.8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) and Hölder's inequality that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} J_{a}(u)&\geq \Vert u \Vert ^{q} \biggl( \frac{b}{\theta p} \Vert u \Vert ^{\theta p-q}-\frac {1}{p_{s}^{*}}S^{-\frac{p_{s}^{*}}{p}} \Vert u \Vert ^{p_{s}^{*}-q} -\frac{\lambda }{q} \vert f \vert _{\frac{p_{s}^{*}}{p_{s}^{*}-q}}S^{-\frac{q}{p}} \biggr) \\ &\geq \biggl[\frac{bp_{s}^{*}S^{\frac{p_{s}^{*}}{\theta p}}(\theta p-q)}{\theta p(p_{s}^{*}-q)} \biggr]^{\frac{1}{p_{s}^{*}-\theta p}} \biggl\{ \frac{b(p_{s}^{*}-\theta p)}{\theta p(p_{s}^{*}-q)} \biggl[\frac {bp_{s}^{*}S^{\frac{p_{s}^{*}}{\theta p}}(\theta p-q)}{\theta p(p_{s}^{*}-q)} \biggr]^{\frac{\theta p-q}{p_{s}^{*}-\theta p}} - \frac{\lambda}{q} \vert f \vert _{\frac{p_{s}^{*}}{p_{s}^{*}-q}}S^{-\frac{q}{p}} \biggr\} . \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Therefore if we set $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} &\rho_{0}= \biggl[\frac{bp_{s}^{*}S^{\frac{p_{s}^{*}}{\theta p}}(\theta p-q)}{\theta p(p_{s}^{*}-q)} \biggr]^{\frac{1}{p_{s}^{*}-\theta p}}>0\quad \text{and}\\ & \lambda_{00}=\frac{bqS^{\frac{q}{p}}(p_{s}^{*}-\theta p)}{\theta p \vert f \vert _{\frac{p_{s}^{*}}{p_{s}^{*}-q}}(p_{s}^{*}-q)} \biggl[\frac{bp_{s}^{*}S^{\frac {p_{s}^{*}}{\theta p}}(\theta p-q)}{\theta p(p_{s}^{*}-q)} \biggr]^{\frac {\theta p-q}{p_{s}^{*}-\theta p}} >0, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ then there exists $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$J_{a}(e_{0})<0$\end{document}$. The proof is complete. □

By Lemma [5.1](#FPar23){ref-type="sec"}, and the mountain-pass theorem in \[[@CR31]\], a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ c_{a}:=\inf_{\gamma\in\Gamma}\max _{t\in[0,1]}J_{a} \bigl(\gamma(t) \bigr)\geq \alpha_{0}>0 $$\end{document}$$ can be constructed, where the set of paths is defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ J_{a}(u_{n})\to c_{a},\qquad J_{a}^{\prime}(u_{n})\to0\quad \text{as } n\to \infty. $$\end{document}$$

The following two lemmas are very similar to Lemmas [2.6](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"} and [2.7](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"}, respectively.

Lemma 5.2 {#FPar25}
---------
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Lemma 5.3 {#FPar26}
---------
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Remark 5.4 {#FPar27}
----------
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                \begin{document}$\lambda_{**}$\end{document}$, the proof of Lemma [5.2](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"} is exactly the same as that of Lemma [2.6](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"}. The above formula is applied to Eq. ([2.6](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) to get a contradiction, hence we can prove Lemma [5.3](#FPar26){ref-type="sec"}.

In view of Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and using Lemmas [5.1](#FPar23){ref-type="sec"}--[5.3](#FPar26){ref-type="sec"}, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 5.5 {#FPar28}
---------------
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Proposition 5.6 {#FPar29}
---------------
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                \begin{document}$u^{22}$\end{document}$ *are two nontrivial solutions of* ([1.6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}).

Proof {#FPar30}
-----
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} c^{*}\leq {}&\biggl(\frac{1}{p}-\frac{1}{p_{s}^{*}} \biggr)S^{\frac{N}{ps}} \biggl(\frac{bS^{\frac{2\theta-1}{2}}+\sqrt{b^{2}S^{2\theta-1}+4 }}{2} \biggr)^{\frac{1}{\theta-1}} \\ &{}+b \biggl(\frac{1}{\theta p}-\frac{1}{p_{s}^{*}} \biggr)S^{\frac{N\theta}{ps}} \biggl( \frac{bS^{\frac{2\theta-1}{2}}+\sqrt{b^{2}S^{2\theta-1}+4 }}{2} \biggr)^{\frac{\theta}{\theta-1}} :=M_{00}< +\infty. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Recalling Steps 1--3 in the proof of Theorem [1.5](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}, we have the following facts.

*Fact* 1: there exist four constants independent of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} 0= {}&\bigl(a+b \bigl\Vert u_{a}^{ii} \bigr\Vert ^{(\theta-1)p} \bigr) \int_{\mathbb {R}^{2N}}\frac { \vert u_{a}^{ii}(x)-u_{a}^{ii}(y) \vert ^{p-2} (u_{a}^{ii}(x)-u_{a}^{ii}(y) ) (\varphi(x)-\varphi(y) )}{ \vert x-y \vert ^{N+ps}}\,dx\,dy \\ &{}- \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}} \bigl\vert u_{a}^{ii} \bigr\vert ^{p_{s}^{*}-2}u_{a}^{ii}\varphi \,dx-\lambda \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}}f(x) \bigl\vert u_{a}^{ii} \bigr\vert ^{q-2}u_{a}^{ii}\varphi \,dx \\ \to{}& b \bigl\Vert u^{ii} \bigr\Vert ^{(\theta-1)p} \int_{\mathbb {R}^{2N}}\frac { \vert u^{ii}(x)-u^{ii}(y) \vert ^{p-2} (u^{ii}(x)-u^{ii}(y) ) (\varphi(x)-\varphi(y) )}{ \vert x-y \vert ^{N+ps}}\,dx\,dy \\ &{}- \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}} \bigl\vert u^{ii} \bigr\vert ^{p_{s}^{*}-2}u^{ii}\varphi \,dx-\lambda \int_{\mathbb {R}^{N}}f(x) \bigl\vert u^{ii} \bigr\vert ^{q-2}u^{ii}\varphi \,dx\quad \text{as } a\to0^{+}, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ which shows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem [1.7](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar31}
----------------------------------------------

In view of Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and using Lemmas [5.1](#FPar23){ref-type="sec"}--[5.3](#FPar26){ref-type="sec"}, we know that for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec8}
==========

This paper is concerned with the qualitative analysis of solutions of a nonlocal problem driven by the fractional *p*-Laplace operator. A key feature of this paper is the presence of the critical Sobolev exponent of Kirchhoff-type. We are interested both in the existence of solutions and in the multiplicity properties of the solutions. We also establish the convergence of solutions as the positive parameters converge to zero. There are obtained several very nice results and the variational arguments play a central role in the arguments developed in this paper. Finally, we obtain the threshold value by solving a quadratic algebra equation with one unknown which does not seem to have appeared in previous literature.
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